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inherent semi-formal (diagrammatic, graphical, etc.) notations
[10].
In an attempt to address some of the ambiguities of
semi-formal notations, the use of formal methods (FMs) has
been suggested for specifying software systems. Although
formal methods do not ensure absolute system correctness [10],
they assist in enhancing confidence in the correctness of the
system by providing formal notations using discrete
mathematics based on set theory and formal logic [11] [12].
These formalisms allow for strong, unambiguous designs and
consistent models [13], and may be used for analyzing,
specifying and checking the behavior and properties of a system
that is viewed as a collection of mathematical objects [14]. FMs
can assist to discover, and thereby reduce errors that may not be
readily evident in semi-formal specifications [10]. Therefore,
by modelling a data warehouse star- or snowflake schema
formally, possible concerns of ambiguities, inconsistencies and
shortcomings may be addressed to avoid time-consuming
proofreading afterwards and costly reworks after system
implementation. Owing to the popular use of star- and
snowflake structures for data warehouse schema design, the
authors experimented with both these structures, and opted for
the use of the simpler star structure to specify a data warehouse
schema. This observation agrees with the work by [15], in which
the star schema is suggested as the better approach to the
snowflake schema for data warehouse design. We return to this
aspect in Section III.A in this paper.
Numerous formal-method notations have been developed to
address challenges in software specification and design and
some of the prominent ones have been ASM, VDM, CSP, CCS,
Z, and B, derived from Z [16]. Accordingly, methodologies for
transforming informal (natural language) system requirements
to a formal specification have been defined, amongst others by
[17], in which a translation from natural language to UML
structures to the Z specification language is proposed.
Consequently, in this paper we adapt the [17] methodology to
formally specify a data warehouse schema around a data mart,
using a star notation. The formal notation used is Z [18], based
first-order logic and a strongly-typed fragment of
Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory [19].
Following the above introduction, the remainder of the paper
is organized as follows: A brief literature review on related
work in formalizing UML-based structures and Z-related
specifications is given in Section II, followed by the
methodology that identifies the steps of transforming a data
warehouse star schema to a Z specification in Section III. In
Section IV, the application of a Z specification on a case study

Abstract— Some research works have proposed a hybrid-driven
approach that combines the data-driven approach and the
requirements-driven approach to address specifically the design of
static aspects around data warehouse systems. The star- and snowflake
structures are two prominent approaches for specifying data marts of a
data warehouse schema, resulting from a UML design. Both these
approaches allow for ambiguity owing to their inherent use of
semi-formal notations. Using a case-study approach of a data mart, we
investigate in this paper the feasibility of formally specifying a data
warehouse star schema in Z. We show how possible ambiguities that
could lead to inconsistencies are clarified in the formal specification.
The specification formalism is also enhanced through the
consideration of aspects around user experience.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The use of data warehousing implies the development of a
data warehouse built of data marts (DMs) or operational
databases with business intelligence (BI) embedded in the
resultant structure. Similar to a view in an operational database
a data mart may correspondingly be looked upon as a subset of a
data warehouse, i.e. it could be one or more of the underlying
operational databases [1]. The design of a data warehouse is
rather different from that of transactional systems since it is
based on the decision-making support process of a company [2]
– [5] and as confirmed by [6], the design process is arguably the
most significant operation in the successful construction of a
data warehouse system.
Some authors have suggested UML as a standard approach
for the design of data warehouse systems in order to represent
the multidimensional model, made up of entities such as facts,
dimensions and sub-dimensions or hierarchies [7] – [9]. UML
has been used at the analysis and design phases of system
development and it has been useful for the design of data
warehouse systems using class diagrams. More specific to data
warehousing the star schema and the snowflake schema (and the
galaxy structure as a combination of these two) have been used
to model the corresponding static aspects of a data warehouse.
Like UML, the star- and snowflake specifications are
susceptible to ambiguities (cf. natural language) owing to their
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the star schema, snowflake schema and galaxy or fact
constellation schema (a combination of the star and snowflake)
but most research concur that the star schema and snowflake
schema are the two most prominent approaches for data
warehouse design, owing to their influence, and/or the
advantages they offer to designers. A comparison of the two
approaches (star schema and snowflake schema) has been made
based on some parameters and a choice has been made on the
star schema as the preferred one [15]. However, since the star
schema also employs semi-formal notations through graphical
structures to describe requirements it is susceptible to
ambiguities. Consequently we define a simple methodology to
provide formal notations to star schema specifications in order
to address possible ambiguities, leading to inconsistencies.

through a data mart is presented. Conclusions and future work in
this area are presented in Section V.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Related work on UML as a diagrammatic modelling notation
to define semi-formal specifications to create abstract models of
specific systems is given in [20]. The combination of UML with
Z has been discussed in the literature by numerous researchers,
amongst others [21] [11] [22] [10] [23].
[11] report on the specification of an inventory system by
combining UML and Z to investigate possible inconsistencies,
improve the reliability of the system, and downscale
shortcomings in the subsequent system development. A
systematic process helping to transform and verifying UML
sequence diagrams into Z by developing a method to assist with
capturing hidden semantics of the said sequence diagram is
addressed in [22]. In [10] an enhanced framework has been
proposed for the verification and validation of static aspects of
safety critical systems for the analysis of UML class diagrams
and the relationships among them, using Z. In [24] an approach
has been suggested to facilitate the consistency between classand sequence diagrams in a multi-view modelling context.
Following a comprehensive literature survey, we determined
that some authors have investigated on the one hand, the use of
only formal methods for data warehouse systems [16], while on
the other hand, others have considered the use of UML as a
standard approach for the design of data warehouse systems
[25] [7] [8] and recommended the use of a methodology that
may facilitate the formalization of the class diagram for
data-warehouse design at the conceptual level. As indicated
above, however, in this paper we suggest a
star-schema-formal-methods methodology to facilitate the
design of data marts in data warehouse systems, aimed at
eliciting possible ambiguities and inconsistencies.

Z Schema
Transformation

Star schema

Formal model

Fig. 1: Conceptual methodological steps
(s

Fig 1 specifies the methodological steps for specifying a data
warehouse schema. Traditionally system development starts out
with a customer requesting the development of a bespoke
system through a requirements definition which is usually in the
form of a set of natural language requirements. These
requirements are subsequently transformed into (usually) a
semi-structured specification in the form of a set of UML (or
similar notation) diagrams. The static part would then be
translated into a snowflake- or star schema for the data marts of
the warehouse. For this paper the star schema will be used. The
star schema constructs are next translated into a formal (Z)
specification, aimed at eliciting any ambiguities and
inconsistencies.

III. METHODOLOGY
Research work on the combination of techniques or
approaches has always been an interesting and major area of
research owing to the introduction of new technologies and
development of automated software tools [22]. Following
[26]’s Research Onion, the research philosophy in this paper is
both interpretive and positivist – the qualitative literature has
been interpreted during a survey, and the Z schemas are
positivist in nature; the approach to theory development is
inductive since a formal specification is to be developed; the
research choice may be classified as simple mixed (qualitative
star diagram and quantitative Z specifications); the strategy
followed is that of a case study (refer Section IV); the time
horizon is cross sectional – a specific period (snapshot) in time;
and the data collection technique is that of a literature review.
The overall meta process for developing a Z specification from
a data warehouse star schema is given in the following section.

B. Formal Z Specification
Z is a formal specification language based on a strongly
typed fragment of Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory [19] and
first-order logic. Owing to its set-theoretic roots, it embeds
numerous discrete mathematical structures [11] [12]. It is
arguably one of the most successful and widely used formal
specification languages to describe and model computing
systems. It furthermore has a formal (denotational) semantics
[11]. In the opinion of the authors it is, compared to other formal
notations, a simple and elegant specification formalism.
Consequently, in this paper, Z is used for the purpose of
formally specifying the static structures of a star schema
denoting data warehouse marts.

A. Data Warehouse Star Schema
According to [27], there exist several models or approaches
applied for the design of data warehouse systems based on
multidimensional models. Among these models, three (3) are
most often used for the design of a data warehouse. These are
https://doi.org/10.17758/EARES10.EAP1120288
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The basic construct in a Z specification document is a
schema, its generic format illustrated in Fig 2 [18]:

Car

Agency

CarSK
CarID
Model
Type
Brand

SchemaName
Declarations
Predicates

Int
Str
Str
Str
Str

Fig. 2: Z Schema [18]

A Z schema generally consist of three parts: the name of the
schema indicated at the top and two parts, namely, the
declaration part containing the state variables (called
components in Z terminology) and a predicate part that contains
a set of predicates which constrains the variables and
components mentioned in the declaration part [28].
Next, we introduce the case study for which a star schema
and corresponding formal specification will be constructed.

1…*

1

*

*

Int
Str
Str
Str
Str

Renting
CustSK
CarSK
AgSK
DateSK
Amount

IV. CASE STUDY

Int
Int
Int
Int
float

*

*

1

1

Customer
CustSK
CustID
Name
Gender
City
Country

A. Requirements Definition
Consider a company using a data warehouse system that
offers car rental to customers from its different agencies at
various locations. Information on the different agencies,
customers, cars at the agencies, and the date at which
transactions (reservations, etc.) take place should be
maintained. Amongst other things, the decision makers are
interested in the monetary value of a renting.
Suppose the data warehouse designer has to specify a data
mart for the above system utilizing a star schema as per the
following requirements:

Int
Str
Str
Str
Str
Str

Date
DateSK
DateID
Day
Week
Month
Year

Int
Date
Int
Int
Int
Int

Fig. 3: UML Class Diagram for Car Rental System [25]

Further discussion of the star diagram and its inherent
differences with a standard UML class diagram that would (e.g.)
be constructed for one of the underlying operational databases
(data mart) are in order.

1. Define all entities/objects that would be involved in the
design of the above car rental support system.
2. Describe all attributes for each entity/object and the
relationships between entities/objects.

1. An additional class, namely, Renting to maintain the
various operations of the agency has been added to the
four (4) classes. These are agencies, customers, cars at
the agencies, and the dates of transactions (reservations,
etc.) alluded to in the requirements definition above. In
star-based terminology, a class like Renting in Fig 3 is
known as a fact table while the other four classes are
known as dimension tables. A fact is defined as a
composite class having shared-aggregation relationships
with the corresponding dimension classes. It is
customary for fact classes to participate with
corresponding dimension classes in aggregation
relationships as indicated in the diagram [25].

B. A Car Rental System
Fig 3 shows the data warehouse star diagram that may be
generated from the requirements of the case study in Section
IV.1. The diagram consists of five (5) major star classes,
namely, Agency, Car, Customer, Date and Renting, all in line
with the requirements. Class Renting is further defined as a
composite class having shared-aggregation relationships
(terminology borrowed from a UML class diagram) with the
other corresponding classes [25]. It should be noted that a data
warehouse star schema utilizes constructs familiar to a UML
class diagram in terms of objects/classes, relationships among
the star classes, and constraints on the relationships.
The diagram in Fig 3 portrays a selection of the notation
available in a data warehouse star construct, e.g. the use of
aggregation (hollow diamond). Being the definition of a data
warehouse and not an underlying operational data base, it
typically would not utilize simple relationships like association
(binary or otherwise). This aspect is addressed further in this
paper.
https://doi.org/10.17758/EARES10.EAP1120288

AgSK
AgID
Name
City
Country

2. The star schema defines two special attributes, loosely
indicated by ―SK‖ and ―ID‖ in every dimension class. In
traditional (relational) database terminology, the ―ID‖
attribute would serve as the primary key for the relation
and this requirement is upheld in the four (4) dimension
classes. The ―SK‖ attribute in a data warehousing
context is a system-generated identifier, usually defined
as an integer by the system described in Fig 3. Recall that
a data warehouse includes a number of data marts or
operational databases and it is possible that, for example,
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a specific customer with a unique primary key occurs
multiple times in various rentings on the same day.
Consequently, the ―SK‖ attribute keeps track of these
customer occurrences, even those who have been
deleted, since a data warehouse also keeps histories for
business intelligence considerations [15]. From a data
warehouse perspective, the ―ID‖ primary key in the
underlying database then becomes just a normal attribute
in the dimension classes.

The attributes in the Car class in the star schema are indicated
in Fig 4. As discussed in Section IV.B, unique identifiers are
generated by the system to distinguish multiple, historical
occurrences of an object. In Z output is indicated by a ―!‖
decoration added to the variable name. An additional
component, namely, rentings is defined as a set of renting
instances for the particular car. This is done to allow historic
information to be maintained in the data warehouse. The
predicate in the schema specifies that renting identifiers
generated by system are unique (generating a PO – proof
obligation of course for a specification of such process).
Some information not readily evident in the Car class in the
star diagram in Fig 3, is now explicit in schema Car in Fig 4
above: It is not evident that the denotation of attribute CARSK of
an object of type Car in Fig 3 is system generated. But since Z
explicitly allows for the decoration of variables (a
system-generated output in this case) it is evident that id! in Fig
4 is system-generated, and not assigned by the user. This has
implications for a correct algorithm underlying the generation
of identifiers.
Standard Z has no notation for documentation (comments)
inside a schema, yet to improve on the user experience of a
schema we suggest adding documentation as indicated in the
last schema predicate above. Likewise, while it is not customary
in Z to provide a figure caption for a schema, we have done so,
again to improve on the UX for the reader.
The Agency class in the star schema necessitates the
introduction of further basic types, viz:
[AGSK, AGID, NAME, CITY, COUNTRY]
The Z schema for the Agency class is specified below:

3. Still with Fig 3, the Renting class has an aggregation
(hollow diamond) relationship with each of the four (4)
dimension classes. In the underlying database(s), such
relationships would mostly be compositions (filled
diamonds), e.g. there would be a composition between
Customer and Renting, indicating that if a customer
demises, the renting record for such customer would be
removed from the database. But since the data
warehouse also records historical information, the
relationship between Customer and Renting is an
aggregation (hollow diamond) in Fig 3.
Next, we present a Z specification of the star diagram in Fig 3.
C. Formally Specifying the Star Schema in Z
In the process of translating a star diagram into a Z
specification, the classes in the diagram essentially become Z
schemas with additional restrictions as indicated in the generic
version in Fig 2. For the sake of the user experience (UX) for the
user of the specification, it is customary to use the same class
names for schema names with some change in the letter face or
font. Similarly, the attribute names are used in the
corresponding schema. In line with the abstract characteristics
of a specification, the specifier has the freedom to define the
attributes types in a schema as deemed appropriate. The
specification below follows the established strategy (ES) for
constructing a Z specification [30] as well as the structure
suggested by [21] for combining Z and UML.
Following the established strategy (ES) for constructing a Z
specification, the first step is to define the basic types to be used
in the specification. Initially we define five (5) basic types for
the Car class.
These are:

Agency
id! : AGSK
agid : AGID
name : NAME
city : CITY
country : COUNTRY
rentings : ℙ Renting
∀ i, j : rentings ⦁ i. id! = j. id! ⇔ i = j
Fig. 5: Z Schema representing the Agency Class

The system generates a unique agency id! and history for
agency rentings is maintained.
New basic types for schema Date are:

[CARSK, CARID, MODEL, TYPE, BRAND]

[DATESK, DATEID, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR]
Car
id! : CARSK
carid : CARID
model : MODEL
type : TYPE
brand : BRAND
rentings : ℙ Renting /* Set of rentings for a car to
provide for historical information */

The schema for Date follows next:
Date
id! : DATESK
dateid : DATEID
day : DAY
week : WEEK
month : MONTH
year : YEAR
rentings : ℙ Renting

∀ i, j : rentings ⦁ i. id! = j. id! ⇔ i = j
Fig. 4: Z Schema representing the Car Class

∀ i, j : rentings ⦁ i. id! = j. id! ⇔ i = j
Fig. 6: Z Schema representing the Date Class
https://doi.org/10.17758/EARES10.EAP1120288
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aggregation in Fig 3 consists of schema definitions for Renting,
Agency, Car, Customer and Date previously specified.
Schema RentalViewStruct is specified as:

The basic types for schema Customer are given below,
followed by the schema for Customer.
[CUSTSK, CUSTID, NAME, GENDER, CITY, COUNTRY]

RentalViewStruct
rentings : ℙ Renting
cars : ℙ Car
customers : ℙ Customer
dates : ℙ Date
agencies : ℙ Agency

Date
id! : CUSTSK
custid : CUSTID
name : NAME
gender : GENDER
city : CITY
country : COUNTRY
rentings : ℙ Renting

cars ≠ ∅ /* 1st predicate */
/* 2nd predicate */
∀ r1 , r2 : renting | ( r1.customer = r2.customer ) ∨
( r1.agency = r2.agency ) ∨
( r1.date = r2.date ) ∨
( r1.cars = r2.cars ) ⇒ r1 = r2

∀ i, j : rentings ⦁ i. id! = j. id! ⇔ i = j
Fig. 7: Z Schema representing the Customer Class

/* 3rd predicate */
∀ r : rentings ⦁ (r.agency ∈ agencies ∧
r.customer ∈ customers ∧
r.date ∈ dates ∧
r.cars ⊆ cars)

The Z schemas above show the formalization of the four (4)
dimension classes and the single fact table in Fig 3. In each case,
a unique identifier is generated by the system to identify
multiple occurrences of objects maintained for historical
purposes.
Next, we define the fact table Renting in Fig 3 in Z.
Renting
id! : RentingID
carsk : CARSK
custsk : CUSTSK
agsk : AGSK
datesk : DATESK
amount : AMOUNT /* Refer English prose discussion below
schema */
cars : ℙ Car /* A customer may simultaneously reserve
more than one (1) car */
customer : Customer
agency : Agency /* Assuming we are considering one (1)
agency only */
date : Date
# cars ≥ 1 /* At least one (1) car is involved in a renting */
∀ i, j : rentings ⦁ i. id! = j. id! ⇔ i = j
Fig. 8: Z Schema representing the Renting Class

Schema Renting represents the formalization of the
aggregate object structure which in our case is the the renting
class in Fig 3. As before for the dimension classes, the fact table
formalized as Renting embeds a unique identifier generated by
the system. The fact that at least one car has to participate in a
renting transation is explicitly specified in the Z schema by #
cars ≥ 1, a requirement that could be viewed as merely implicit
in the star diagram in Fig 3 (the 1…* requirement between Car
and Renting). Further explanation of the schema content is as
indicted in the documentation.
Next, we turn to the formalization representing the constraint
between the renting class and the car class as specified in the
schema RentalViewStruct below. The predicate constraints
portray the view of historical information maintained by the
warehouse, but also instances that were created in the system but
not yet destroyed. The formalization of the view for the Renting
https://doi.org/10.17758/EARES10.EAP1120288
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/* 4th set of predicates */
∀ c : cars ⦁ ( ∃ r : rentings ⦁ c ∈ r.cars )
∀ a : agencies ⦁ ( ∃ r : rentings ⦁ r.agency = a )
∀ cs : customers ⦁ ( ∃ r : rentings ⦁ r.customer = cs )
∀ d : dates ⦁ ( ∃ r : rentings ⦁ r.date = d )
/* Uniqueness predicates */
∀ a1 , a2 : agencies ⦁ a1.id = a2.id ⇔ a1 = a2
∀ cs1 , cs2 : customers ⦁ cs1.id = cs2.id ⇔ cs1 = cs2
∀ d1 , d2 : dates ⦁ d1.id = d2.id ⇔ d1 = d2
∀ r1 , r2 : rentings ⦁ r1.id = r2.id ⇔ r1 = r2
∀ c1 , c2 : cars ⦁ c1.id = c2.id ⇔ c1 = c2
Fig. 9: Z Schema representing the Class Diagram

As captured in Fig 3, the Renting class forms aggregations
with all four (4) dimension classes. This requirement is captured
in the declarations section in schema RentalViewStruct. The 1st
predicate states that at least one Car participates in the system.
The 2nd predicate specifies that all valid rentings link to
corresponding agency; customer; car; and date objects (i.e. any
two items of rentings are the same Renting instance should they
have at least one part in common).
As per the 3rd predicate all valid rentings (r : rentings) have
these as elements of the defined sets (agencies, customers, dates
and cars) in the system., i.e. all parts of the Renting instance
come from the sets of existing instances. The 4th predicate set
specifies that Car instances may be shared among instances of
Renting owing to the many-to-many relationships existing
between the classes and their multiplicities. Included in this
predicate set are constraints that all created instances of the
part-of classes should be parts of created aggregate instances.
The uniqueness predicates state that identifiers previously
generated by the system for each dimension-class object and
each object in the fact class are unique.
It is evident that schema provides additional, and also more
explicit information than may be inferred from the star schema
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in Fig 3. This reduces ambiguity that may lead to
inconsistencies further on in the design of such system.

[7]

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

[9]

[8]

In this paper, we presented an overview of a data
warehousing system. Two prominent structures, namely, the
snowflake- and the star schemas were briefly addressed. Owing
to its simpler structure, the star schema was selected to specify a
data-warehouse case study. A brief methodology for moving
from an informal specification to UML structures to a star
schema, and ultimately a Z specification was defined. The major
purpose of formal methods (as captured in a formal
specification) in assisting designers to specify and design more
reliable systems was unpacked. Chief among these were
eliciting possible ambiguities and inconsistencies in non-formal
specifications, especially during the requirements gathering and
early specification phases.
Next a Z specification of the static structures as captured in
the star schema around a data mart was presented. Some
amendments to the formal specification to facilitate UX for
users of the specification was put forward. Aspects around the
aggregation of four (4) dimension classes and one fact class
formed part of the formalism. Implicit (or absent) information in
the star diagram was elicited in the Z schemas, thereby revealing
hidden information and eliminating ambiguity.
Future work in this area may be pursued along a number of
avenues: Dynamic aspects around a star schema should be
investigated and these should be specified for the data
warehouse snowflake schema as well. It would prove insightful
to see whether the relative simplicity of a star schema translates
into a correspondingly simpler Z specification than for a
snowflake structure. The specification of a view (schema
RentalViewStruct) leads to a complex schema and tool support
to investigate simpler schemas that are logically equivalent to
the said schema should be considered.
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